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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International
Conference on GeoSpatial Semantics, GeoS 2007, held in Mexico City, Mexico, in
November 2007. The papers are organized in topical sections on models and
languages for geo-ontologies, alignment and integration of geo-ontologies, ontologybased spatial information retrieval, formal representation for geospatial data, and
integration of semantics into spatial query processing.
The increasing complexity of infrastructures and densely built-up areas requires a
proper registration of the legal status (private and public), which can only be
provided to a limited extent by the existing 2D cadastral registrations. The
registration of the legal status in complex 3D situations is investigated under the
header of 3D Cadastres. This publication, containing 13 selected contributions on 3D
Cadastre, addresses the following areas: 1. 3D Cadastre operational experiences
(analysis, LADM based, learning from each other, discovering gaps), 2. 3D Cadastre
cost-effective workflow for new/updated 3D parcels = 4D (part of whole chain: From
planning/design/permit in 3D, to registration/use in 3D), 3. 3D Cadastre web-based
dissemination (usability, man–machine interfaces, including mobile/AR), 4. legal
aspects for 3D Cadastre, best legal practices in various legislation systems, focus on
large cities, including developing countries, 5. 3D data management, and 6.
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visualization, distribution, and delivery of 3D parcels.
Agriculture has experienced a dramatic change during the past decades. The change
has been structural and technological. Structural changes can be seen in the size of
current farms; not long ago, agricultural production was organized around small
farms, whereas nowadays the agricultural landscape is dominated by large farms.
Large farms have better means of applying new technologies, and therefore
technological advances have been a driving force in changing the farming structure.
New technologies continue to emerge, and their mastery and use in requires that
farmers gather more information and make more complex technological choices. In
particular, the advent of the Internet has opened vast opportunities for
communication and business opportunities within the agricultural com- nity. But at
the same time, it has created another class of complex issues that need to be
addressed sooner rather than later. Farmers and agricultural researchers are faced
with an overwhelming amount of information they need to analyze and synthesize to
successfully manage all the facets of agricultural production. This daunting challenge
requires new and complex approaches to farm management. A new type of
agricultural management system requires active cooperation among multidisciplinary
and multi-institutional teams and ref- ing of existing and creation of new analytical
theories with potential use in agriculture. Therefore, new management agricultural
systems must combine the newest achievements in many scientific domains such as
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agronomy, economics, mathematics, and computer science, to name a few.
Inhaltsangabe:Einleitung: Anfragen an eine geographische Datenbank müssen häufig
in Textform wie z.B. in SQL formuliert werden. Räumliche Gegebenheiten lassen sich
jedoch nur schwer auf diese Weise beschreiben. Diese können durch visuelle
Spezifikationen leichter beschrieben werden. Dennoch fand die Generierung von
Anfragen aus Skizzen bisher wenig Beachtung. Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der
Konzeption und Umsetzung eines Systems zur Generierung von Anfragen an
geographische Datenbanken aus analysierten Skizzen. Eine Skizze besteht dabei aus
mehreren geographischen Objekten (z.B. Häuser, Bushaltestellen, Straßen, etc.),
zwischen welchen verschiedene Beziehungen existieren (z.B. Haus ist 50 Meter
entfernt von einer Straße). Nach dieser Objektanordnung wird in einer
geographischen Datenbank gesucht. Um die Anfrage effizient ausführen zu können,
sind spezielle räumliche Indexstrukturen und Suchalgorithmen erforderlich. Oracle
Spatial ist ein im Rahmen dieser Arbeit untersuchtes Datenbankschema, welches
räumliche Objekte abspeichert und Anfragen mit Hilfe von R-Bäumen beantworten
kann. Das System und die neu entwickelten Verfahren bauen auf einer solchen
Datenbank auf. Das in dieser Arbeit entwickelte System erhält die analysierten
Skizzen-Daten von einem Programm mit dem Namen SketchQuery. Aus diesen Daten
wird die Anfrage an eine Oracle Spatial-Datenbank generiert. Anschließend findet
eine Bewertung der Ergebnisse bezügliche ihrer Ähnlichkeit zur Skizze statt. Dabei
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wird auf die geometrische Ähnlichkeit z.B. von Straßenverläufen verglichen. Nach der
Ermittlung der Abweichungen von der Skizze erfolgt eine Aufbereitung der
Ergebnisse zur Darstellung und eine Zurückgabe an SketchQuery. Insgesamt wurden
vier Module entworfen und umgesetzt. Zwei Module zur Entgegennahme/Zurückgabe
der Daten von/zu SketchQurey. Ein Modul zur Generierung und Ausführung der
Datenbankanfrage und ein Modul zur Berechnung der Abweichungen von der Skizze.
Inhaltsverzeichnis:Inhaltsverzeichnis: 1.Einleitung1 1.1Motivation1
1.2Problemstellung4 1.3Übersicht4 2.Grundlagen5 2.1Geographische
Informationssysteme5 2.1.1GIS-Datenbanken5 2.1.2Anfragen an
Geoinformationssysteme6 2.1.3Datenbankmanagementsysteme für räumliche
Daten8 2.2Oracle Spatial9 2.2.1Räumliche Objekte9 2.2.2Abfragen10 2.2.3Spatial
Joins11 2.2.4Funktionen13 2.2.5Bewertung15 2.3SketchQuery - Ein Programm für
skizzenbasierte GIS-Anfragen19 2.3.1Übersicht19 2.3.2Skizzen in [...]
Emerging Wireless Multimedia
Volume 3: Computer Networks and Electronic Engineering
Legal, Organizational, and Technological Aspects
16th International Conference, DASFAA 2011 International Workshops: GDB, SIM3,
FlashDB, SNSMW, DaMEN, DQIS, Hong Kong, China, April 22-25, 2011, Proceedings
14th International Conference, DEXA 2003, Prague, Czech Republic, September 1-5,
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2003, Proceedings
Beginning Spatial with SQL Server 2008
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The content of today s World Wide Web is semantically not well
structured. Every-thing is built for people and the data is therefore machine-readable but not
machine- understandable. The semantic Web provides a solution for this problem through a
new form of content structure. One technology for developing the Semantic Web is the
Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF is a language for representing information
about resources in the World Wide Web and is particularly intended for representing
metadata about Web resources. Therefore RDF provides interoperability between applications
that exchange machine-understandable information on the Web. In this work, existing
biological publication data which is stored in an object-relational database, is transformed
into data represented in RDF. With the newly created RDF model it is possible to make a new
way of queries, not only key word searching, but also queries with semantic sense. The
additional advantage oft his representation is that it can be described not only in triples or
XML structure but also in directed graphs. The World Wide Web provides documents that are
built for human usage. There are formats like HTML, SVG and other extensions like
Javascript or Javaapplets which are made for representing information. The content is
semantically not well structured. These documents are structured for their presentation and
are meant for people rather than computer which process data and information automatically.
Everything is built for people and the data therefore is machine-readable but not machinePage 5/29
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understandable. The Semantic Web provides a solution for this problem through a new form
of structuring the content of the Web. It is not a separate Web but an extension of the existing
one. There is, beside the documents of the Web, well defined additional information, which
the computer is able to exploit automatically. This will give search engines more selective
results as answer to the user enquired queries. Current search engines normally provide a big
quantity of results to which the user has not or hardly referred initially. Their criteria of
assigning a document to the set of relevant documents are the occurrences of one or several
keywords. The results could be more precise if additional information which concerns the
question would be considered. For example if somebody searches a document of mister
Miller, the search engine could take into account, that one [...]
This exceptional work provides readers with an introduction to the state-of-the-art research
on data warehouse design, with many references to more detailed sources. It offers a clear
and a concise presentation of the major concepts and results in the subject area. Malinowski
and Zimányi explain conventional data warehouse design in detail, and additionally address
two innovative domains recently introduced to extend the capabilities of data warehouse
systems: namely, the management of spatial and temporal information.
Applying and Extending Oracle SpatialPackt Publishing Ltd
DEXA 2004, the 15th International Conference on Database and Expert Systems
Applications, was held August 30 ? September 3, 2004, at the University of Zaragoza, Spain.
The quickly growing spectrum of database applications has led to the establisment of more
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specialized discussion platforms (DaWaK Conference, EC-Web Conference,
EGOVConference, Trustbus Conference and DEXA Workshop: Every DEXA event has its
own conference proceedings), which were held in parallel with the DEXA Conference also in
Zaragoza. In your hands are the results of much effort. The work begins with the preparation
of the submitted papers, which then go through the reviewing process. The accepted papers
are revised to final versions by their authors and are then arranged within the conference
program. All culminates in the conference itself. For this conference 304 papers were
submitted, and I want to thank to all who contributed to it; they are the real base of the
conference. The program committee and the supporting reviewers produced altogether 942
referee reports, in average 3,1 reports per paper, and selected 92 papers for presentation. At
this point we would like to say many thanks to all the institutions that actively supported this
conference and made it possible. These were: • University of Zaragoza • FAW • DEXA
Association • Austrian Computer Society
11th International Andrei P. Ershov Informatics Conference, PSI 2017, Moscow, Russia,
June 27-29, 2017, Revised Selected Papers
ER 2004 Workshops CoMoGIS, CoMWIM, ECDM, CoMoA, DGOV, and eCOMO, Shanghai,
China, November 8-12, 2004. Proceedings
Oracle Essentials
Proceedings of the ISPRS Workshop on Spatial Analysis and Decision Making: Hong Kong,
3-5 December 2003
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Conceptual Modeling - ER 2005
Encyclopedia of GIS
Applying and Extending Oracle Spatial
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Andrei P. Ershov
Informatics Conference, PSI 2017, held in Moscow, Russia, in June 2017. The 31 full papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions. The
papers cover various topics related to the foundations of program and system development
and analysis, programming methodology and software engineering and information
technologies.
Conceptual modeling is fundamental to any domain where one must cope with complex realworld situations and systems because it fosters communication - tween technology experts
and those who would bene?t from the application of those technologies. Conceptual modeling
is the key mechanism for und- standing and representing the domains of information system
and database - gineering but also increasingly for other domains including the new “virtual” eenvironmentsandtheinformationsystemsthatsupportthem.Theimportance of conceptual
modeling in software engineering is evidenced by recent interest in “modeldrivenarchitecture”and“extremenon-programming”.Conceptualm- eling also plays a prominent
rolein various technical disciplines and in the social sciences. The Annual International
Conference on Conceptual Modeling (referred to as the ER Conference) provides a central
forum for presenting and discussing current research and applications in which conceptual
modeling is the major emphasis. In keeping with this tradition, ER 2005, the 24th ER
Conference, spanned the spectrum of conceptual modeling including research and practice in
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areas such as theories of concepts and ontologies underlying conceptual m- eling, methods
and tools for developing and communicating conceptual models, and techniques for
transforming conceptual models into e?ective (information) system implementations. Moreover,
new areas of conceptual modeling incl- ing Semantic Web services and the interdependencies
of conceptual modeling with knowledge-based, logical and linguistic theories and approaches
were also addressed.
Successfully meeting the challenges of combining VMware and Oracle, this comprehensive
reference provides a broad spectrum of technological recommendations that demonstrate how
to reliably and consistently achieve optimal configuration and maximum performance for any
virtualized Oracle database scenario. The guide includes the best practices for virtualized
servers, suggested virtualization server configuration, and recommendations for client
operating system configuration for Oracle in a virtualized world. With real-world examples and
highly applicable advice, this handbook also details the complexities of designing, configuring,
maintaining, and tuning Oracle database deployments, making it a complete compendium for
keeping virtualized Oracle databases in top form.
In June/July 2008 the Institute for Geoinformation and Cartography at the Vienna University of
Technology organized a scientific colloquium in this city, where 15 well-known scientists
presented their ideas on research for the upcoming decade. This book contains papers
prepared by the participants as well as by other researchers. The eighteen papers in this book
reflect the opinion of a core group of Geoinformation scientists about future research topics.
Dealing with these topics poses multiple research questions for the coming years
From Laptops to Production
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Oracle on VMware
Services and Technologies
4th International Conference, IDEAL 2003 Hong Kong, China, March 21–23, 2003 Revised
Papers
VIII Brazilian Symposium on Geoinformatics, GEOINFO 2006, Campos do Jordão (SP), Brazil,
November 19-22, 2006
24th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling, Klagenfurt, Austria, October 24-28,
2005, Proceedings
16th International Conference, DEXA 2005, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 22-26, 2005,
Proceedings

The provision of IP-based multimedia services is one of the most
exiting and challenging aspects of next generation wireless networks.
A significant evolution has been underway for enabling such
multimedia services and for ultimately migrating the Internet to the
wireless world. This book examines this evolution, looking at an array
of the most up-to-date wireless multimedia technologies and services.
The first part focuses on enabling technologies for wireless
multimedia, while the second is dedicated to the new wireless
multimedia services that are expected to play a key role in the future
wireless environment. In addition, the related recent standardization,
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research and industry activities are addressed. * Covers a complete
range of multimedia hot topics, ranging from audio/video coding
techniques to multimedia protocols and applications * Discusses QoS
issues in WLANs, 3G and hybrid 3G/WLAN networks * Provides indepth discussion of the most modern multimedia services, such as
Push-to-Talk, Instant Messaging, Presence, mobile payments, MMS,
WAP, and location-based multimedia services * Addresses the
emerging Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) and the
key aspects of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) in 3G networks *
Numerous on-line references will assist readers in their quest for the
most up-to-date information This comprehensive resource will have
instant appeal to students in electrical and computer engineering or
IT disciplines. It is also essential reading for engineering managers,
engineers in wireless systems and multimedia, and wireless
multimedia researchers.
The 14th DEXA 2003 International Conference on Database and
Expert - stems Applications was held during September 1–5, 2003 at
the Czech Technical UniversityinPrague,CzechRepublic.TheDEXAlineo
fconferenceshasalready gained its own reputation and respected
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position as a platform for the exchange of ideas among theoreticians
and practitioners in the wider area of computer science, but mainly in
the areas of database and knowledge-based technologies. Since DEXA
1993, which was held in Prague, DEXA has grown into a mticonference consisting of four more focused and specialized
conferences besides DEXA itself, namely the DaWak conference, ECWeb conference, eGOV c- ference, and this year happening for the
?rst time, the HoloMAS conference. In addition, the DEXA workshop is
a special event o?ering enough space for specialized discussion, and
acting – in a certain sense – as an incubator for new conferences. The
DEXA conference itself is growing in volume and quality each year.
This time there were 236 papers submitted and reviewed and the
program committee selected 91 of the best papers to be included in
this volume. Each of the subm- ted papers was carefully reviewed by
at least three independent PC members or external reviewers. The
DEXA proceedings quite clearly re?ect the current trends in the dabase area and we are happy with the balanced content of both the
conference and the proceedings.
This book constitutes the workshop proceedings of the 16th
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International Conference on Database Systems for Advanced
Applications, DASFAA 2011, held in Hong Kong, China, in April 2011.
The volume contains six workshops, each focusing on specific
research issues that contribute to the main themes of the DASFAA
conference: The First International Workshop on Graph-structured
Data Bases (GDB 2011); the First International Workshop on Spatial
Information Modeling, Management and Mining (SIM3 2011); the
International Workshop on Flash-based Database Systems (FlashDB
2011); the Second International Workshop on Social Networks and
Social Media Mining on the Web (SNSMW 2011); the First
International Workshop on Data Management for Emerging Network
Infrastructures (DaMEN 2011); and the Fourth International
Workshop on Data Quality in Integration Systems (DQIS 2011).
Originally intended for desktop mapping and analysis, Geographic
Information Systems have been coupled to other technologies, due to
the limitations in commercially available systems, and has occurred in
areas including visualisation, simulation, data storage and
management and decision support. This book, written by an
international group of experts, focuses on the use of GIS and the
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technology it has been allied to. A companion website offers additional
materials and links.
Geographic Hypermedia
Cartography and Geographic Information Science
Volume 1
GeoSpatial Semantics
Advanced Data Warehouse Design
Advances in Geoinformatics
7th EAI International Conference, ICCASA 2018, and 4th EAI
International Conference, ICTCC 2018, Viet Tri City, Vietnam,
November 22–23, 2018, Proceedings
The GeoInfo series of scientific conferences is an annual forum for
exploring research, development and innovative applications in
geographic information science and related areas. This book provides a
privileged view of what is currently happening in the field of
geoinformatics as well as a preview of what could be the hottest
developments and research topics in the near future.
The Encyclopedia of GIS provides a comprehensive and authoritative
guide, contributed by experts and peer-reviewed for accuracy, and
alphabetically arranged for convenient access. The entries explain key
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software and processes used by geographers and computational scientists.
Major overviews are provided for nearly 200 topics: Geoinformatics,
Spatial Cognition, and Location-Based Services and more. Shorter entries
define specific terms and concepts. The reference will be published as a
print volume with abundant black and white art, and simultaneously as an
XML online reference with hyperlinked citations, cross-references, fourcolor art, links to web-based maps, and other interactive features.
The International Conference on Signals, Systems and Automation (ICSSA
2011) aims to spread awareness in the research and academic community
regarding cutting-edge technological advancements revolutionizing the
world. The main emphasis of this conference is on dissemination of
information, experience, and research results on the current topics of
interest through in-depth discussions and participation of researchers
from all over the world. The objective is to provide a platform to
scientists, research scholars, and industrialists for interacting and
exchanging ideas in a number of research areas. This will facilitate
communication among researchers in different fields of Electronics and
Communication Engineering. The International Conference on Intelligent
System and Data Processing (ICISD 2011) is organized to address various
issues that will foster the creation of intelligent solutions in the future.
The primary goal of the conference is to bring together worldwide leading
researchers, developers, practitioners, and educators interested in
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advancing the state of the art in computational intelligence and data
processing for exchanging knowledge that encompasses a broad range of
disciplines among various distinct communities. Another goal is to
promote scientific information interchange between researchers,
developers, engineers, students, and practitioners working in India and
abroad.
DEXA 2005, the 16th International Conference on Database and Expert
Systems Applications, was held at the Copenhagen Business School,
Copenhagen, Denmark, from August 22 to 26, 2005. The success of the
DEXA series has partly been due to the way in which it has kept abreast of
recent developments by spawning specialized workshops and conferences
each with its own proceedings. In 2005 the DEXA programme was colocated with the 7th International Conference on Data Warehousing and
Knowledge Discovery [DaWaK 2005], the 6th International Conference on
Electronic Commerce and Web Technologies [EC-Web 2005], the 4th
International Conference on Electronic Government [EGOV 2005], the 2nd
International Conference on Trust, Privacy, and Security in Digital
Business [TrustBus 2005], the 2nd International Conference on Industrial
Applications of Holonic and Multi-agent Systems [HoloMAS 2005], as well
as 19 specialized workshops. These proceedings are the result of a
considerable amount of hard work. Beginning with the preparation of
submitted papers, the papers went through the reviewing process. This
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process was supported by online discussion between the reviewers to
determine the final conference program. The authors of accepted papers
revised their manuscripts to produce this fine collection. DEXA 2005
received 390 submissions, and from those the Program Committee
selected the 92 papers in these proceedings. This year the reviewing
process generated more than 1000 referee reports. The hard work of the
authors, the referees and the Program Committee is gratefully
acknowledged.
Trends and Innovations in Information Systems and Technologies
Research and Development Progress in 3D Cadastral Systems
Conceptual Modeling for Advanced Application Domains
Second International Conference, GeoS 2007, Mexico City, Mexico,
November 29-30, 2007
Oracle Big Data Handbook
Database Systems for Advanced Applications
Pro Oracle Spatial
Now available in paperback— Pro Oracle Spatial for Oracle Database 11g shows how to take
advantage of Oracle Databases built–in feature set for working with location–based data. A great deal
of the information used in business today is associated with location in some way, and analysis of that
data is becoming ever more important in today's mobile and highly connected world. In Pro Oracle
Spatial for Oracle Database 11g, authors Ravi Kothuri and Albert Godfrind address: The special
nature of spatial data and its role in professional and consumer applications Issues in spatial data
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management such as modeling, storing, accessing, and analyzing spatial data The Oracle Spatial
solution and the integration of spatial data into enterprise databases How spatial information is used
to understand business and support decisions, to manage customer relations, and to better serve
private and corporate users When you read Pro Oracle Spatial for Oracle Database 11g, you’re
learning from the very best. Ravi Kothuri is a key member of Oracle’s Spatial development team.
Albert Godfrind consults widely with Oracle clients on the implementation of Oracle Spatial, develops
training courses, and presents frequently at conferences. Together they have crafted a technically
sound and authoritative fountain of information on working with spatial data in the Oracle database.
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 introduces new geography and geometry spatial datatypes that enable the
storage of structured data describing the shape and position of objects in space. This is an interesting
and exciting new feature, with many potentially useful applications. Beginning Spatial with SQL
Server 2008 covers everything you need to know to begin using these new spatial datatypes, and
explains how to apply them in practical situations involving the spatial relationships of people, places,
and things on the earth. All of the spatial concepts introduced are explained from the ground up, so
you need not have any previous knowledge of working with spatial data. Every section is illustrated
with code examples that you can use directly in SQL Server. All of the topics covered in this book
apply to all versions of SQL Server 2008, including the freely available SQL Server 2008 Express.
What you’ll learn Understand the fundamental concepts involved in working with spatial data,
including spatial references and coordinate systems. Apply these concepts in the collection and
storage of spatial data in SQL Server 2008, using the new geometry and geography field types. Create
different types of spatial data objects—points, lines, and polygons—and use these to describe real–world
objects. Learn how to analyze spatial data using a range of supported methods, and be aware of a
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number of different practical applications for these methods. Be shown how to integrate SQL Server
with other tools, such as Microsoft Virtual Earth, to display a visual representation of spatial data.
Know how to ensure the performance of spatially enabled databases by creating appropriate spatial
indexes. Who this book is for SQL Server developers who wish to use spatial data in Microsoft SQL
Server 2008.
"Cowritten by members of Oracle's big data team, [this book] provides complete coverage of Oracle's
comprehensive, integrated set of products for acquiring, organizing, analyzing, and leveraging
unstructured data. The book discusses the strategies and technologies essential for a successful big
data implementation, including Apache Hadoop, Oracle Big Data Appliance, Oracle Big Data
Connectors, Oracle NoSQL Database, Oracle Endeca, Oracle Advanced Analytics, and Oracle's open
source R offerings"--Page 4 of cover.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the International Conferences
ICCASA and ICTCC 2018, held in November 2018 in Viet Tri City, Vietnam. The 20 revised full
papers presented were carefully selected from 30 submissions. The papers of ICCASA cover a wide
spectrum in the area of context-aware-systems. CAS is characterized by its self- facets such as selforganization, self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization, self-protection used to dynamically
control computing and networking functions. The papers of ICTCC cover formal methods for selfadaptive systems and discuss natural approaches and techniques for computation and
communication.
Context-Aware Systems and Applications, and Nature of Computation and Communication
Spatial Database Systems
Frontiers of Geographic Information Technology
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Proceedings of the 2011 International Conference on Informatics, Cybernetics, and Computer
Engineering (ICCE2011) November 19-20, 2011, Melbourne, Australia
Perspectives of System Informatics
2nd International Conference on Signals, Systems & Automation (ICSSA 2011) & 1st International
Conference on Intelligent Systems & Data Processing (ICISD 2011)
Research Trends in Geographic Information Science
This book constitutes the refereed joint proceedings of six
internationl workshops held in conjunction with the 23rd International
Conference on Conceptual Modeling, ER 2004, in Shanghai, China in
November 2004. The 56 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 163 submissions. The papers are organized
in topical sections on geographical conceptual modeling; spatial
storage, indexing, and data consistency; spatial representation and
spatial services; spatial queries and retrieval, Web information
integration; Web information mining; conceptual models for Web
information; Web information systems and Webservices; systems
evolution support in conceptual modeling; temporal and evolution
aspects in Internat-based information systems; schema evolution and
versioning in data management; conceptual modeling of agents; agents
applications; digital government systems; digital government
technologies; e-business systems requirements engineering; and ebusiness processes and infrastructure.
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The increase in private property value, growth of underground and
multilevel development, and the emergence of 3D technologies in
planning and GIS drives the need to record 3D situations in cadastral
registration. 3D Cadastre in an International Context: Legal,
Organizational, and Technological Aspects demonstrates how to record
3D scenarios in order to improve insight into overlapping
constructions. This book emphasizes the technical aspects of cadastral
registration, focusing on four main topics: context (in which 3D
situations in seven countries are studied); the framework for modeling
2D and 3D situations; models for a 3D cadastre; and realization of a
3D cadastre. The book presents preliminary solutions for issues
related to efficient methods for 3D data collection, 3D data
structuring and modeling, organization of 2D and 3D objects in one
environment, 3D database creation and 3D analyzing.
The book serves as a collection of multi-disciplinary contributions
related to Geographic Hypermedia and highlights the technological
aspects of GIS. Specifically, it focuses on its database and database
management system. The methodologies for modeling and handling
geographic data are described. It presents the novel models, methods
and tools applied in Spatial Decision Support paradigm.
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 2020 World
Conference on Information Systems and Technologies (WorldCIST’20),
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held in Budva, Montenegro, from April 7 to 10, 2020. WorldCIST
provides a global forum for researchers and practitioners to present
and discuss recent results and innovations, current trends,
professional experiences with and challenges regarding various aspects
of modern information systems and technologies. The main topics
covered are A) Information and Knowledge Management; B) Organizational
Models and Information Systems; C) Software and Systems Modeling; D)
Software Systems, Architectures, Applications and Tools; E) Multimedia
Systems and Applications; F) Computer Networks, Mobility and Pervasive
Systems; G) Intelligent and Decision Support Systems; H) Big Data
Analytics and Applications; I) Human–Computer Interaction; J) Ethics,
Computers & Security; K) Health Informatics; L) Information
Technologies in Education; M) Information Technologies in
Radiocommunications; and N) Technologies for Biomedical Applications.
3D Cadastre in an International Context
6th AGILE Conference on Geographic Information Science
Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science
Analysis and Visualization of Biological Publication Data
Intelligent Data Engineering and Automated Learning
Pro Oracle Spatial for Oracle Database 11g
Database and Expert Systems Applications
* With Oracle 10g, for the first time, much of the Spatial
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functionality is provided for free (rather than as a priced option) in
the database, thus massively increasing the potential audience. *
Shows how any Oracle application that has a spatial element (e.g.
postcode) can take advantage of Spatial functionality. * Contains case
studies of more advanced applications of Spatial in healthcare,
telecom ,retail, and distribution . * Oracle Spatial is recognized to
be the standard platform for enterprise land management, mapping,
telecom, transportation, and utility applications. Every major GIS
tool vendor supports Oracle Spatial and all major map data providers
deliver their data in Oracle Spatial format. * The book will be based
on extensive feedback from training courses, discussion lists, and
customers. It will recommend best practice approaches to the most
common problems with which developers struggle. * The authors are all
experienced and well-respected experts. The Oracle personnel
contributing have a decade of experience with Spatial and in helping
partners and customers fully leverage its capabilities. The technical
reviewers include lead developers of the product. * Rather than
simplified code snippets, the book provides real solutions that people
can then build upon themselves.
The Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science covers the essence
of this exciting, new, and expanding field in an easily understood but
richly detailed style. In addition to contributions from some of the
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best recognized scholars in GIScience, this volume contains
contributions from experts in GIS' supporting disciplines who explore
how their disciplinary perspectives are expanded within the context of
GIScience—what changes when consideration of location is added, what
complexities in analytical procedures are added when we consider
objects in 2, 3 or even 4 dimensions, what can we gain by visualizing
our analytical results on a map or 3D display?
This book places spatial data within the broader domain of information
technology (IT) while providing a comprehensive and coherent
explanation of the guiding principles, methods, implementation and
operational management of spatial databases within the workplace. The
text explains the key concepts, issues and processes of spatial data
implementation and provides a holistic management perspective.
While traditional apsects of GIS have been growing rapidly in recent
years, new developments have focused on the geographic information
service and delivery, which will realise the benefits of spatial
information to the community. The analysis and application of spatial
information for decision support systems is an important development
in realising these benefits. This book is a collection of peerreviewed articles presented at the ISPRS Workshop on Spatial Analysis
and Decision Making in Hong Kong in 2003. It covers topics such as
image-based spatial analysis and decision making; 3-D modelling and
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analysis; general spatial analysis methodology; web- and mobile-based
analysis; knowledge-based systems; integrated systems; visualisation
and representation methodology, and some application systems.
Advances in Modeling Agricultural Systems
Proceedings of the Multi-Conference 2011
Secrets of the Oracle Database
Advances in Spatial Analysis and Decision Making
Concepts and Systems
Oracle Database 10g
Chinese Forestry Science and Technology
This book constitutes the throughly refereed post-proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Intelligent Data Engineering and Automated Learning, IDEAL 2003, held in Hong Kong, China in
March 2003. The 164 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 321
submissions; for inclusion in this post-proceedings another round of revision was imposed. The papers
are organized in topical sections an agents, automated learning, bioinformatics, data mining, multimedia
information, and financial engineering.
Secrets of the Oracle Database is the definitive guide to undocumented and partially-documented
features of the Oracle Database server. Covering useful but little-known features from Oracle Database 9
through Oracle Database 11, this book will improve your efficiency as an Oracle database administrator
or developer. Norbert Debes shines the light of day on features that help you master more difficult
administrative, tuning, and troubleshooting tasks than you ever thought possible. Finally, in one place,
you have at your fingertips knowledge that previously had to be acquired through years of experience
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and word of mouth through knowing the right people. What Norbert writes is accurate, well-tested, wellillustrated by clear examples, and sure to improve your ability to make an impact on your day-to-day
work with Oracle.
Distilling a vast amount of knowledge into an easy-to-read volume covering the full range of Oracle's
features and technologies, this title includes an overview of Oracle 10g, along with recent releases 9i and
8i. It provides everything you should need to install and run the Oracle databases.
This book is an advanced practical guide to applying and extending Oracle Spatial.This book is for
existing users of Oracle and Oracle Spatial who have, at a minimum, basic operational experience of
using Oracle or an equivalent database. Advanced skills are not required.
15th International Conference, DEXA 2004, Zaragoza, Spain, August 30-September 3, 2004,
Proceedings
From Conventional to Spatial and Temporal Applications
Konzeption und Implementierung eines Verfahrens für effiziente, nicht pr zise Datenbankabfragen
im Kontext eines skizzenbasierten GIS
Proceedings of the ... ACM Symposium on Advances in Geographic Information Systems
Design, Implementation and Project Management
AGILE 2003

The volume includes a set of selected papers extended and
revised from the International Conference on Informatics,
Cybernetics, and Computer Engineering. A computer network, often
simply referred to as a network, is a collection of computers
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and devices interconnected by communications channels that
facilitate communications and allows sharing of resources and
information among interconnected devices. Put more simply, a
computer network is a collection of two or more computers linked
together for the purposes of sharing information, resources,
among other things. Computer networking or Data Communications
(Datacom) is the engineering discipline concerned with computer
networks. Computer networking is sometimes considered a subdiscipline of electrical engineering, telecommunications,
computer science, information technology and/or computer
engineering since it relies heavily upon the theoretical and
practical application of these scientific and engineering
disciplines. Networks may be classified according to a wide
variety of characteristics such as medium used to transport the
data, communications protocol used, scale, topology,
organizational scope, etc. Electronics engineering, also
referred to as electronic engineering, is an engineering
discipline where non-linear and active electrical components
such as electron tubes, and semiconductor devices, especially
transistors, diodes and integrated circuits, are utilized to
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design electronic circuits, devices and systems, typically also
including passive electrical components and based on printed
circuit boards. The term denotes a broad engineering field that
covers important subfields such as analog electronics, digital
electronics, consumer electronics, embedded systems and power
electronics. Electronics engineering deals with implementation
of applications, principles and algorithms developed within many
related fields, for example solid-state physics, radio
engineering, telecommunications, control systems, signal
processing, systems engineering, computer engineering,
instrumentation engineering, electric power control, robotics,
and many others. ICCE 2011 Volume 3 is to provide a forum for
researchers, educators, engineers, and government officials
involved in the general areas of Computer Engineering and
Electronic Engineering to disseminate their latest research
results and exchange views on the future research directions of
these fields. 99 high-quality papers are included in the volume.
Each paper has been peer-reviewed by at least 2 program
committee members and selected by the volume editor. Special
thanks to editors, staff of association and every participants
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of the conference. It’s you make the conference a success. We
look forward to meeting you next year.
The mission of the Association of Geographic Information
Laboratories for Europe (AGILE) is to promote academic teaching
and research at the European level, and to facilitate networking
activities bet ween geographic information laboratories,
including focused meetings based on state-of-the-art
presentations on key research issues and European geographic
information research conferences. The AGILE Conferences on
Geographic Information Science (GIS) have become an essential
meeting place for European researchers and practitioners, where
they meet and exchange ideas and experiences at the European
level. These proceedings regroup the papers given in the Lyon
conference held in April 2003 and presenting the more advanced
results in GIS.
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